Abstract. The connection-control point correction and loop positioning correction method are used to collect GPS data in the paper, which can reduce the error caused by data drift. Based on the topological structure characteristics of the track traffic station, the method is used to adjust the collecting GPS data by the constraint of some connection points and control points, which accurate coordinate are known. Field experiments show that there are more accurate GPS data collected in the connection-control point correction with GPS acquisition accuracy improved by 82%, and it is conducive to the realization of accurate GPS positioning.
Introduction
There are many factors that lead to errors in GPS data collecting, including the internal errors in system and external mutations error. The former is mainly caused by the satellite measurements and the geometric distribution, this error is inevitable. Generally speaking, the internal error can fall into the radius of the 15m circle with 95% confidence probability when the GPS receiver is normal working; positioning environment, such as satellite loss of lock, such as location data drift causes the external error. In addition, the conversion error of the coordinate system is another factor lead to error. Currently, the data received by the GPS receiver belongs to the WGS-84 geocentric coordinate system, while Chinese navigation electronic map mostly belongs to the Beijing -54 or Xi'an 80 plane rectangular coordinate system, so it needs the conversion of the coordinate system for GPS data. Generally speaking, the error brought about by the coordinate transformation should not exceed 1.0m. Whether the error caused by the satellite system or coordinate system conversion error is both inevitable, as the GPS acquisition side, the results are also the same.
The system is suitable for positioning the construction process of station maintenance workers under field conditions in the rail transportation. When collecting GPS data in the track traffic station, if they are directly matched with different information points, the results under normal circumstances will exist large errors, so it cannot correctly represent the current location of the maintenance workers; there will appear the disconnection from beginning to end and data drift in the closed section measurement, thus resulting in graphic distortion. Especially when the measuring circuit is relatively short and collecting information point is relatively little, it is difficult to ensure the accuracy of the positioning location. From the situation of literature survey, Fathi A proposed that increasing DR dead-reckoning on the basis of GPS [1] . Although this method is to increase the other collection methods, it doesn't fundamentally solve the problem of GPS acquisition accuracy. Horvath I proposes to adopt a number of GPS acquisition methods [2] . It improves accuracy to some extent, but a number of GPS measurements may lead to superimpose error and increase costs. From the view of survey, there are many matching algorithm in the studying field of GPS positioning, but little for GPS data collection method [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . We analyzed that the GPS acquisition error has some connection with weather conditions, surrounding buildings, walking speed and the number of the involved positioning satellite and this is both inevitable. If given effective correction of collecting data according to the 297 circumstances in the follow-up aspects, namely data acquisition while data correction, it can minimize data collection errors, and finally be able to improve the accuracy of the GPS acquisition.
This paper researches the GPS data collection method of connection-control point correction and loop positioning correction. Based on the topological structure characteristics of the track traffic station, the method is used to adjust the collecting GPS data by the constraint of some connection points and control points, which accurate coordinate are known. The experiments show that there are more accurate GPS data collected after dynamic correction. And it is conducive to the realization of accurate GPS positioning.
The Connection-control Point Correction
Real-time dynamic correction can be achieved through the method of connection-control point. The basic idea is that using four connection points when collecting data, while using difference collection number to adjust the data collected in the place where accurate coordinate are known.
If there exists the conditions to get exact GPS information value in control point, for example, using high precision differential GPS to measure, or using these known special points in the track traffic station. Then directly recording the coordinates of these points to prepare for dynamic correction. Otherwise, using the following method to measure.
Selecting different weather, different time to measure these points for k times, and each time recording n sets of data for a point (n more than 100 times), and then calculating the average latitude and longitude values of these points, thus using this average point as the precise GPS data for real-time dynamic positioning. That is, firstly calculating the average of n sets of data:
Then calculating the longitude values of k times measure at a point, taking it as the exact longitude data:
Data's transition of without the rules when collecting data can be constrained by connection point positioning methods. The station can be divided into several large rectangular areas to collect information in a region, and using four vertices of this region to constrain the information. The following are specific methods: Selecting the four vertices of a region as a reference point, and calculating their precise GPS data values in accordance with the above method. Shown in Figure 1 , M1, M2, M3, M4 are the reference point which accurate coordinate are known, M is the point where the maintenance workers are working in. 
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Several unknown quantities are set as follows: ( 1, From experimental study, the greater the distance between the mobile points and the reference point, the greater the error, that's to say that the constraint function is directly proportional function () f r r  of the distance between the test point to the reference point. Depending on the distance between test point to the reference point, the weights i  will take a different value, and meet the following conditions:
Therefore, we can get constrain estimation function: 
Using this constrain estimation function f to make constrain acquisition of the GPS data. For example, using it to make collection to latitude and longitude values of the test points   , M x y , see the fellows:
   is the test point value after the correction of constraint functions. At the same time, Control points are set up in the track traffic station, and they are treated as the calibration points of that test points, in order to find the dynamic correction values, and then others collecting information are adjusted by the dynamic correction values. That's to say, after output of data collected, making collection according to the dynamic correction values, and then recording. It can be used for the following three kinds of situations:
i. In each measurement, the maintenance worker firstly measures the nearest control point to find the correction value, using it for the acquisition adjustment of follow-up point;
ii. In the process of collecting data, when meeting the new control point, using the same method to calculate new correction values;
iii. When the GPS appears low battery or abnormal shutdown, after booting, we also should go to the nearest control point to obtain the correction values.
Specific practice to add control points in the track traffic station is as follows: choose some special point to set up control points, such as at lights nearby or at the track crossings, shown in Figure 2 
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Shown in Figure 2 , c and d are inserted into the middle of a and b as the control points, in order to keep the distance between ac , cd and db be equal as far as possible. Similarly, I2 is treated using the method above.
So you can try to avoid the single measurement error, and improve the accuracy of these points in the GPS data. The combination of these two methods and making dynamic real-time correction of the GPS information collected can be the greatest degree of improvement in accuracy of data collected, in order to reduce the random forecast error in each measurement, to improve positioning accuracy. 
Loop Positioning Correction
For the positioning of the loop, such as square, triangle, circle and other roads' positioning, according to the data measured, the fitting match point after positioning generally have the basically accurate shape, but the positional accuracy is often poor. Figure 3 shows the fitting drawn results after twice positioning to a triangular loop, we can see, the two triangles do not coincide, but their shape is very similar. This is not a measurement or mismatch error, as the error in figure is allowed by the GPS data. Therefore, as long as adding two or more control points in the data, and making data collection before measuring data, you can make twice as well as multiple fitting graphics measured are basically coincide.
The three vertices of the triangle are taken as control points, and using the above method to calculate the exact coordinate values, shown in Figure 3 . After the correction of the control points, the two fitting result measured is coincident to one, we can see, this can greatly improve positioning accuracy and prevent the error caused by the data drift in the positioning process. If it is a square loop, you can take the control points on four vertices or on two vertices connected by a long diagonal; while you can select the two end points of the diameter for round loop, but most of the graphics will not be so standard, so you can select the end points of the major axis in oval loop as control points. Control point is placed in a closed loop separated by a distant point, and it can maximally reduce error in the measurement process. In summary, when collecting the GPS data information, we can make constraint and correction to the data of real-time acquisition, in order to ensure high accuracy when GPS data output. It avoids the random error resulting from the data irregular transition and inclement weather or the other external environment, so it is conducive to improve the accuracy of GPS positioning.
Dynamic Calibration Experiments of the Connection-control Point Correction
The GPS module model used in the experiment is UBLOX-LEA-5H, coming with RS232 interface to connect the mobile notebook to collect data. First of all, you need to establish the position of control points. According to the foregoing, control points are set in the section of track starting point, end point, traffic lights and the switch point, and the associated point is set in the rectangular region where the track segment locates. Then, the exact coordinate values of latitude and longitude in connection-control point are determined. For example, one day of the 9:00,11:00,13:00,15:00,17:00 are selected to measure the data (including the different dates and different weather conditions), and each control points are measured 100 times, and then the coordinates of these points are calculated to serve as control points.
Once control point is established, before to measure data, we need to measure are first-nearest control point, record the latitude and longitude of the control point and make a comparison with exact value previously calculated in order to get the dynamic correction values, and later use this value measured to make a real-time correction for that latitude and longitude data in each match point.
In experiment, we select a section of straight track, and divide it into eight segments with each 20 meters, and then we use wireless mobile devices to measure five times data in the track and make a Matlab simulation based on this data. Figure 4 is the data collected before the correction, the red or solid line is average value of latitude and longitude drawn by five times measurements. It can be seen, the GPS track randomness is a great, and the difference is big between starting-end positions and the average. Assume that the red average curve is accurate trajectory, we can see some curves need multiple points measurement in order to return to the correct track, so this match error is very large. In Figure 5 , the trajectory is obtained by real time correction of point dynamic method to the GPS data collected, you can see, their concentration is relatively strong and the data changes in a small scope, but overall trajectory deviation from the accurate trajectory is very small, and the accuracy is high.
In experiment, we suppose the average of several measurements is the accurate GPS data for this sections, respectively compare the before and after correction with the exact value in order to obtain latitude and longitude error sum, that is, each curve represents the absolute error sum between the latitude and longitude collected and the exact value. Figure 6 and Figure 7 are respectively the before and after dynamic correction of data errors, red or solid line is a straight line y = 0. Comparing the distance between each data and standard value with the straight line y = 0, we can see, in the same coordinate system, the data' beating before correction is very large, and the curve' changing rate is also very large, latitude and longitude's absolute error sum even reaches 0.055, 20 0.055 22 0.05
This shows that the randomness of each GPS data collected is very big, so it is difficult to get the effect of high-precision positioning.
Note: we take a point every 20 meters and make a number of measurements in order to get final conclusion that the GPS data change about 0.05 in 20 meters.
Error curve after correction has high concentration and small curve undulation. So the GPS data have a certain regularity and latitude and longitude absolute error sum fluctuates in 0.01, that is, 
What's more, E is the error accuracy before correction, E is the matching error after correction and  is the improving ratio of the acquisition accuracy. It can be seen, after the correction in acquisition phase, the GPS accuracy has reached 4m, compared to the before correction, the GPS acquisition accuracy improves 82%. Therefore, the precision of GPS data collected after dynamic correction is high and it is conducive to the realization of high-precision GPS positioning.
Conclusion
In general, when collecting GPS data in the track traffic station, it easily appears that situations of data drift, disconnection from beginning to end and big error.This paper proposes a strategy that collecting data while making data collection and researches the GPS collecting data methods of the connection-control point correction, Based on the topological structure characteristics of the track traffic station, the method is used to adjust the collecting GPS data by the constraint of some connection points and control points, which accurate coordinate are known. And it also discusses the situation of the method is applied to the loop positioning correction.
Simulation results show that after dynamic correction, the GPS data's concentration is relatively strong and the data changes in a small scope, but overall trajectory deviation from the accurate trajectory is very small, and the accuracy is high. It reduces the error of the GPS collecting data as much as possible with GPS acquisition accuracy improved by 82%, and it is conducive to the realization of accurate GPS positioning.
